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Abstract

Network on Chip (NoC) is proposed as a promising technology
to address the communication challenges in deep sub-micron era. NoC
brings network-based communication into the on-chip environment and
tackles the problems like long wire complexities, bandwidth scaling and
so on. After more than a decade's evolution and development, there are
many NoC architectures and solutions available. Nevertheless, NoCs
can be classi�ed into two categories: packet switched NoC and cir-
cuit switched NoC. In this thesis, targeting circuit switched NoC, we
present our innovations and considerations on circuit switched NoCs
in three areas, namely, connection setup method, time division mul-
tiplexing (TDM) technology and spatial division multiplexing (SDM)
technology.

Connection setup technique deeply in�uences the architecture and
performance of a circuit switched NoC, since circuit switched NoC re-
quires to set up connections before launching data transfer. We propose
a novel parallel probe based method for dynamic distributed connec-
tion setup. This setup method on one hand searches all the possible
minimal paths in parallel. On the other hand, it also has a mecha-
nism to reduce resource occupation during the path search process by
reclaiming redundant paths. With this setup method, connections are
more likely to be established because of the exploration on the path
diversity.

TDM based NoC constitutes a sub-category of circuit switched
NoC. We propose a double time-wheel technique to facilitate a probe
based connection setup in TDM NoCs. With this technique, path
search algorithms used in connection setup are no longer limited to
deterministic routing algorithms. Moreover, the hardware cost can
be reduced, since setup requests and data �ows can co-exist in one
network. Apart from the double time-wheel technique for connection
setup, we also propose a highway technique that can enhance the slot
utilization during data transfer. This technique can accelerate the
transfer of a data �ow while maintaining the throughput guarantee
and the packet order.

SDM based NoC constitutes another sub-category of circuit switched
NoC. SDM NoC can bene�t from high clock frequency and simple syn-
chronization e�orts. To better support the dynamic connection setup
in SDM NoCs, we design a single cycle allocator for channel allocation
inside each router. This allocator can guarantee both strong fairness
and maximal matching quality. We also build up a circuit switched
NoC, which can support multiple channels and multiple networks, to
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study di�erent ways of organizing channels and setting up connec-
tions. Finally, we make a comparison between circuit switched NoC
and packet switched NoC. We show the strengths and weaknesses on
each of them by analysis and evaluation.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This chapter begins with introducing the background and the classi�cation
of NoCs. Then, it gives an overview about our works on circuit switched
NoC and outlines the author's contributions in the papers enclosed to the
thesis.

1.1 Background

The development of semiconductor technology shrinks the feature size of
transistors while enlarging the die size. As a result, more devices and In-
tellectual Property (IP) cores can be integrated on a single chip. However,
on-chip interconnects tend to get worse, since the shrinking feature size will
cause the increase of wire delay and crosstalk. Besides, as the number of
devices increases, more communication bandwidth is required. Therefore,
new communication architectures are required to overcome the limitations
on wire delay and bandwidth.

In the past, a single bus was used to connect all the devices (IP cores) on
a chip, as illustrated in Figure 1.1. Data sent out by a device is broadcast
on the bus and can be received by all other devices. At one time, only one
device is allowed to transmit data to the bus. An arbiter decides which
one can transmit. Bus is not a scalable solution for communication since
the service rate of each device decreases as the number of devices connected
to the bus increases. Besides, the broadcast way of transmitting data is
ine�cient. Moreover, as the number of devices grows, the bandwidth of a
bus may decrease due to the growing wiring delay, which is the result of

1
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Device A
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Figure 1.1: The structure of a typical bus

the increase in wire length and capacitance. Consequently, bus becomes the
communication bottleneck as the number of devices on a chip goes up.

Device  
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Device  
B

Device  
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Device  
D

Device  
E

Device  
F
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Figure 1.2: AXI interconnect: an example of point-to-point communication
architectures

To overcome the limitation of the single bus based communication ar-
chitecture, crossbar based point-to-point communication architectures are
proposed. For example, Advanced Extensible Interface (AXI) interconnect
[1] allows point-to-point communications via a big crossbar structure, as de-
picted in Figure 1.2. This architecture enhances the communication band-
width by allowing several data �ows on-going simultaneously inside a cross-
bar. However, one signi�cant drawback of this solution is that the crossbar
structure does not scale up well. Firstly, the number of wires and transis-
tors consumed by the crossbar and the arbiters scales up with O(n2), where
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n is the number of connected devices. Secondly, inside this architecture,
the wiring delay between di�erent sources and destinations are non-uniform
since the physical distance varies. As illustrated in Figure 1.2, the distance
of path P1 is longer than that of P2. As the number of devices scales up,
such non-uniformity issue becomes more severe, resulting in the design of
the clock system and synchronization scheme very challenging.

Because of all of these limitations and challenges, more advanced commu-
nication architectures are required. Network-on-Chip (NoC) emerges under
this background. As a promising technology, NoC is expected to exceed the
limitation on the communication bandwidth, overcome the increasing wiring
delay problem and become a scalable communication solution. NoC, as its
name suggests, intends to build a communication network inside a chip. The
concept of communication network is well-known since it has been widely
used in our everyday life, for example, telephony network and Internet.

NoC inherits some of the merits from those macro-networks like Inter-
net or Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) network. For example, it also
distributes a number of routers between all the terminal devices and in-
terconnects the routers and terminal devices according to a certain topol-
ogy, as illustrated in Figure 1.3. We name the wires that interconnect two
routers/devices as a link. Inside a NoC, point-to-point data delivery is re-
layed by routers. Thus, instead of connecting source and destination directly
by using long wires, data transmitted from a source node takes multiple hops
and traverses multiple short links to reach its destination. This approach can
solve the complexities caused by long wires and thus increases the scalabil-
ity. Besides, in many cases, NoCs take a regular topology, e.g. mesh (as
illustrated in Figure 1.3) or torus, which are very suitable for expanding.
Moreover, inside a NoC, multiple data �ows can co-exist on di�erent links,
or take turns to use one link. In such a way, the communication resources
are exploited very e�ciently. When compared with other approaches, NoC
can provide larger communication bandwidth with relatively less area cost
and less wiring complexity.

NoC also presents some varieties from those macro-networks. For exam-
ple, NoC design can utilize more wires for a link and operating at very
high clock speed since it operates in an on-chip environment. Besides,
NoC design focuses more on router delay, area cost, and power consump-
tion. For example, NoC design restricts the usage of complicated rout-
ing/arbitration/�ow control algorithms, deep bu�ers and so on. Therefore,
existing macro-network solutions are often infeasible for NoC design. We
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Figure 1.3: The overview of NoC

have to consider new communication architectures and components that are
suitable for on-chip environments.

1.2 Classi�cation of NoCs

At present, no well-formulated standard exists for guiding NoC design. There
are many published NoC architectures in the literature. Generally speaking,
these NoC architectures can be classi�ed into two categories: packet switched
NoC [2, 3, 4, 5] and circuit switched NoC [6, 7, 8, 9, 10].

In a packet switched NoC, a data �ow is split and wrapped into blocks
of a certain size, called packets. Normally, a packet is composed of a header
and a payload. The header contains the information needed by the routers
to direct the packet to its destination. The payload contains the information
a source node wants to deliver. Communication resources, such as bu�ers
and channels inside a router are allocated to individual packets. When a
packet arrives at a router, resources are allocated. When the packet leaves,
the allocated resources are reclaimed. In packet switched NoCs, �ow control
is often required between every two hops. This is called hop-by-hop �ow
control.
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Links in a packet switched NoC are normally shared in a work-conserving
manner [11] in the sense that a link is never idle if there are packets to
transmit. Packets of di�erent data �ows take turns to use a shared link. An
arbiter decides the order. When a packet gets its turn, a certain amount of
its data is delivered by the link. Otherwise, the packet has to be bu�ered.
Depending on the bu�ering policy and the amount of data allowed to deliver
each time, packet switched NoC can further be classi�ed into sub-categories
like wormhole [12, 13, 14, 3], virtual cut-through [15, 16], de�ective [17, 2, 18]
and so on.

The main di�erence between circuit switched NoC and packet switched
NoC is that, a circuit switched NoC pre-allocates a path for a data �ow before
the data transfer launches. In circuit switched NoC, since all the required
communication resources are pre-allocated, there is no contention and thus
no need for arbitration during the data transfer process. Besides, circuit
switched NoCs often do not need a header for directing individual packets
since each data �ow is transmitted along a pre-allocated path between the
source and the destination.

In a circuit switched NoC, normally links are shared in a non-work-
conserving manner [11] between di�erent data �ows, if there are link sharings,
e.g. in TDM NoC. The bandwidth of a link is pre-allocated to a data �ow
and each �ow can only use its allocated share. In circuit switched NoC, �ow
control is often only needed between the source and destination. This is
called end-to-end �ow control [19].

1.2.1 Fundamentals about circuit switched NoC

Data 
transfer

Path 
setup

Path 
release

(a) General operating �ow

Control 
path

Data Path

… …

(b) Router architecture overview

Figure 1.4: The overview of circuit switched NoC
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As depicted in Figure 1.4a, the general operating �ow of a circuit switched
NoC consists of 3 phases: path setup, data transfer, and path release. During
the path setup phase, link resources are allocated to a data �ow to build up
a connection from the source to the destination. During the data transfer
phase, data is switched by routers on the established path. After data trans-
fer is �nished, the routers reclaim the allocated resources. The three phases
are distinctively isolated. Thus, the router architecture of a circuit switched
NoC can often be divided into a data path and a control path (plane), as
suggested by Figure 1.4b. The control plane is used in path setup and re-
claim phase. It controls the allocation and con�gurations of communication
resources such as channels and crossbars. The data plane is used in the data
transfer phase and responsible for switching data to the established path.

In the past, packet switched NoCs have been explored more thoroughly
and intensively. However, circuit switched NoC has some appealing merits
and could be preferable under certain tra�c or service scenarios. Compared
with packet switched NoC, although circuit switched NoC has path setup
overhead time, it can o�er guaranteed throughput and latency. Besides, it
can also present lower hardware complexity and higher energy e�ciency, and
may work at a higher clock frequency.

Link bandwidth sharing techniques

Time Division Multiplexing (TDM) and Spatial Division Multiplexing (SDM)
are the two techniques frequently adopted by circuit switched NoC to share
the bandwidth of a link between di�erent connections. With TDM tech-
nique, connections can take turns to use a link. Each connection can only
use a link for a predetermined fraction of time. With SDM technique, a link
is physically divided into sub-links. Each connection reserves a number of
sub-links and use them exclusively. We will discuss the two techniques in
Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 in detail.

Besides TDM and SDM, some other circuit switched NoC designs [20, 21]
utilize per-connection virtual channels and round-robin arbitration to share
links. To o�er guaranteed throughput for each connection, this technique
pre-allocates virtual channels to connections and puts limitations on the vir-
tual channels that share a link. However, virtual channels are expensive
resources, since they consist of bu�ers, multiplexers, demultiplexers and re-
quire separate hop-to-hop �ow control. Thus, the hardware cost is high with
this technique.
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1.3 Contributions

In this thesis, we focus on circuit switched NoC. We present our research
on advanced path setup methods and data switching techniques. The the-
sis summarizes a collection of papers, which are grouped into three blocks:
Dynamic connection setup, Time division multiplexing, Spatial division mul-
tiplexing. Each block corresponds to one chapter. We concentrate on in-
troducing the author's contributions in these chapters. In the following, we
summarize our contributions:

• Dynamic connection setup
Paper A Shaoteng Liu, Axel Jantsch and Zhonghai Lu. Parallel Prob-
ing: Dynamic and Constant Time Setup Procedure in Circuit Switch-
ing NoC. In proceedings of the Design, Automation Test in Europe
Conference Exhibition (DATE'12), pages 1289-1294, Dresden, Ger-
man, 2012.

In this paper, we proposed a novel parallel probe based path searching
algorithm. This algorithm can search the entire network topology and
�nd an available path from a source to a destination in constant time.
We implemented this algorithm in a circuit switched NoC for dynamic
connection search and set up, by solving tricky issues like live-lock
inside this setup method. We also proposed and evaluated several
connection search and setup policies. Compared to previous works,
our design can reduce the setup time and enhance the setup success
rate. Moreover, the router in our design has a concise structure with
an inexpensive and e�cient implementation.

Author's contribution: The author proposed the parallel probing algo-
rithm and utilized this algorithm in a circuit switched NoC for con-
nection setup, made the hardware implementation, established exper-
imental platform to evaluate the design, and wrote the manuscript.

• Time division multiplexing
Paper B. Shaoteng Liu, Axel Jantsch and Zhonghai Lu. Parallel
probe based dynamic connection setup in TDM NoCs. In proceed-
ings of the Design, Automation Test in Europe Conference Exhibition
(DATE'14), pages 239:1�239:6, Dresden, German, 2014.
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In this paper, we proposed a double time-wheel technique that used in
TDM based circuit switched NoC to facilitate the two-way communi-
cation of a TDM connection. A slot-table is shared by both upward
and downward messages of a connection. Based on this technique, we
introduced a probe based connection setup method into TDM circuit-
switched NoC. Our design provides shorter connection setup delay and
higher success rate while presenting lower hardware complexity than
any previously known method.

Author's contribution: The author proposed the idea and made the
hardware implementation of the double-time wheel technique. The
author also proposed a probe based path setup method that can be
applied in TDM NoC for connection setup. Besides, the author estab-
lished an experimental platform to evaluate the design and wrote the
manuscript.

Paper C Shaoteng Liu, Zhonghai Lu and Axel Jantsch. Highway
in TDM NoC. In Proceedings of the Ninth ACM/IEEE International
Symposium on Networks-on-Chip (NoCS'2015), pages: 15:1-15:8, Van-
couver, Canada, 2015 (The best paper award)

In this paper, we proposed a novel highway technique that can enhance
the performance of TDM NoCs. The proposed technique can dynami-
cally set up highways without contention. Once highways are built, the
delivery of data �ows can be accelerated by utilizing unallocated and
idle TDM slots of links, while preserving the guarantee on minimum
bandwidth and data packet order. This highway technique has no de-
pendency on the TDM NoC architectures and introduces no additional
tra�c. It is a generic technique that can be applied in many di�erent
kinds of TDM NoCs.

Author's contribution: The author developed the concept of highway,
de�ned detailed procedures for highway setup, transfer and release.
The author also solved tricky hardware implementation issues, utilized
both synthetic tra�c patterns and benchmarks for test and evaluation.
The author wrote the manuscript.

• Spatial division multiplexing
Paper D Shaoteng Liu, Axel Jantsch and Zhonghai Lu. A Fair and
Maximal Allocator for Single-Cycle On-Chip Homogeneous Resource
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Allocation. IEEE transactions on very large scale integration systems
(TVLSI), 22.10, pages: 2229-2233, 2014.

In this paper, we exposed a special allocation problem in NoC environ-
ment and named it as the Homogeneous Resource Allocation (HRA)
problem. We developed a novel Waterfall (WTF) allocator for the ho-
mogeneous resource allocation. The WTF allocator provides maximal
matching quality while keeping the strong fairness guarantee. It can
have a loop-free structure and solve a homogeneous resource allocation
problem within one clock cycle. It achieves strong fairness and o�ers
better performance and lower area than known solutions.

Author's contribution: The author proposed the homogeneous resource
allocation concept and the idea of the waterfall allocator. The author
also e�ciently implemented the allocator in hardware, proved its ad-
vantages in matching quality and fairness by comparising with existing
solutions. The author wrote the manuscript.

Paper E Shaoteng Liu, Axel Jantsch and Zhonghai Lu. MultiCS:
Circuit Switched NoC with Multiple Sub-Networks and Sub-Channels.
Journal of System Architecture (JSA), vol 61, issue 9, pages: 423-434,
2015.

In this paper, we explored the methods of organizing multiple physical
channels in a circuit switched NoC. We proposed a Multi-channel and
Multi-network Circuit Switched (MultiCS) to study channel partition-
ing and con�guration policies. Based on the analysis and experiments
results, we revealed the bene�ts and burden of using di�erent number
of channels and con�gurations.

Author's contribution: The author proposed the MulitCS NoC, de-
signed di�erent channel partitioning and con�guration policies, ana-
lyzed and evaluated these policies, and wrote the manuscript.

Paper F Shaoteng Liu, Axel Jantsch and Zhonghai Lu. Analysis
and evaluation of circuit switched NoC and packet switched NoC. In
proceedings of IEEE Euromicro Conference on Digital System Design
(DSD'2013), pages: 21-28, 2013

In this paper, we compared circuit switched NoC against packet switched
NoC. We showed that performance decreases for packet switched NoC
as the packet size increases, whereas it increases for circuit switched
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NoC. We revealed that circuit switched NoC can operate at a higher
clock frequency than packet switched NoC and thus could be better
than packet switched NoC in some cases.

Author's contribution: The author designed a circuit switched NoC and
compared with packet switched NoC based on speculation, circuit-level
analysis, and evaluation. The author built the experiment platform,
conducted all the experiments and wrote the manuscript.

The remainder of the thesis is structured as follows. Chapter 2 intro-
duces our research on the dynamic connection setup method. Chapter 3
summarizes our works on TDM based circuit switched NoC. In Chapter 4,
we present our works related to SDM based circuit switched NoC. Finally,
we conclude the thesis and discuss future works in Chapter 5.



Chapter 2

Dynamic Connection Setup

In this chapter, we introduce how to set up connections in circuit switched
NoCs. Particularly, we will present our novel parallel probing algorithm, and
show how to use this algorithm to dynamically search and set up connections
in a circuit switched NoC [Paper A].

2.1 Introduction

How to set up connections is vital to a circuit switched NoC, since data
transfer in circuit switched NoC relies on established connections. Con-
nection setup methods a�ect the performance and resource utilization of a
circuit switched NoC. Connection setup methods can be classi�ed into static
scheduling methods, and dynamic setup methods.

In this chapter, we focus on connection setup methods. In order to sim-
plify our illustration, in the following discussions, we just consider the case
that a physical single directional link can only be used by one communication
channel without sharing with others. We will discuss link-sharing techniques
such as TDM and SDM in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, respectively.

2.1.1 Static scheduling method

Static scheduling methods schedule the channel resources of a network for
connections at compilation time [22, 23]. During the past decade, many NoC
architectures supporting static connection scheduling have been proposed

11
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[24, 8, 25, 26], based on a variety of static scheduling algorithms [27, 28, 29,
30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36].

Z.Lu and A.Jantsch in [37] has formulated a static connection scheduling
problem. According to [37], inside a network, all the possible paths of a con-
nection compose a tree-like search space, and a static scheduling algorithm's
responsibilities are the following. 1) Explore the solution space and schedule
a path for a connection. 2) Make sure all the connections scheduled on a link
summed together does not exceed the link's bandwidth. 3) Try to optimize
the path schedule. A good schedule should satisfy as many communication
requirements as possible, and consume as less communication resources as
possible.

The advantage of static scheduling methods is that advanced algorithms
can be applied to optimize the scheduling of connections. However, static
schedule methods often su�er from the following disadvantages. Firstly,
they assume that all communication needs and connection requirements are
known at compile time. Thus, they are not well suited for applications like
H.264 [38] with requirements for dynamic communication setups or dynamic
tra�c mixes of applications. Secondly, those static scheduling algorithms are
often complicated and take several iterations to produce an optimal solution.
As the number of nodes inside a circuit-switched NoC grows up, the required
processing time and storage area for scheduling connections can increase ex-
ponentially. Thirdly, connections scheduled by static methods cannot be
aware of the dynamic �uctuation of network tra�c load. Thus, the network
bandwidth utilization is often sub-optimal.

2.1.2 Dynamic setup method

Dynamic connection setup methods [39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47] were
proposed to overcome the shortcomings of static scheduling method. Dy-
namic connection setup methods allocate and release connections at run-
time, according to dynamic communication requirements and network sta-
tus. With dynamic methods, network resources can be dynamically and
e�ciently allocated and reclaimed.

Dynamic setup methods can further be classi�ed into centralized methods
and distributed methods.
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Centralized methods

In centralized methods, a resource allocation algorithm is running inside a
special coordinator node of a network. This node manages all the network
resources and connections. All the other nodes need to send requests to
the coordinator node in order to set up or release a connection. When the
coordinator node receives a connection setup request, it will make a quick
check on available channels and decide how to allocate channels inside the
network to the connection. When it receives a connection release request,
it will reclaim the allocated channels. The resource allocation algorithm
can be either running as a software inside a processor like [39, 40, 41, 48],
or running on hardware based accelerators [43, 44]. Normally, hardware
accelerators based algorithms are about 100-1000 times faster than running
as software inside a processor.

After an allocation decision is made by the allocation algorithm inside
the coordinator node, channel reservation process starts. The channel reser-
vation process reserves and con�gures channels in di�erent routers according
to the allocation decision on a connection. Two di�erent channel reservation
approaches are frequently used in centralized methods. The �rst approach
utilizes a dedicated network to distribute allocation decisions to routers in-
side a NoC [8, 26], and directly initiates the con�guration processes inside
each router. With the second approach [43], the coordinator node �rstly
sends the channel allocation decision to the source node of a connection.
Then, the source node will compose and send out a reservation packet to the
destination by using contention-free source routing method. This reserva-
tion packet carries all the channel reservation and routing information, and
reserves the corresponding channels inside each router on its traveling path.
When the reservation request reaches the destination, the connection has
been established.

The main limitation with centralized allocation methods is the lack of
scalability. The coordinator node needs to handle all the setup/release re-
quests and distribute allocation decisions from/to the entire network. Such
multiple-to-one and one-to-multiple tra�c patterns can become the perfor-
mance bottleneck. Besides, resource allocation algorithms cannot be occu-
pied by one setup request for a long time. Otherwise, the following setup
requests will be delayed and blokced, resulting in the overall performance
degradation. For example, if the allocation algorithm fails to �nd free chan-
nels for a setup request, it has to discard the setup request immediately,
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rather than retry the failed request repeatedly.

Distributed methods

Distributed setup methods [46, 42, 45, 49] are proposed to overcome the
scalability issue in centralized methods. With distributed methods, each
source node can setup and release a connection independently, without the
inquiry of a coordinator node. To establish a connection, the source node
generates a set up request and sends it out. Compared with the reservation
packets used in centralized methods, the setup request in this case is more
concise. It contains only source and destination addresses, instead of all
the routing and channel allocating information. The setup request is routed
towards the destination by routers. Each router computes the next hop of
the setup request, and forwards the setup request to the next router. A
channel inside a router is reserved by the setup request when it passes the
router. When a setup request reaches the destination, a connection has been
established, since the setup request has reserved channels by the routers
along one path from the source to the destination. In distributed methods,
the channel allocation and channel reservation happen at the same time.

Routing algorithm inside each router used for routing the setup request
is crucial to distributed setup methods. It decides the speed and e�ciency
of setting up a connection to the destination.

In this chapter, we concentrate on dynamic distributed connection setup
methods. In the following discussions, the term path refers speci�cally to
minimal path.

2.2 Parallel probe based connection setup

2.2.1 Problem description

Inside a network, multiple minimal paths exist between a source node and
a destination node. As described in Figure 2.1, we use a mesh topology to
illustrate such path diversity. For example, from the source node(0, 0) to the
destination node(2, 2), there are multiple path choices. Speci�cally, since
there is 1 path from node(0, 0) to node(1, 0) and 1 path from node(0, 0) to
node(0, 1), there are in total 1 + 1 = 2 paths from node(0, 0) to node(1, 1).
With this method, since there is 1 path from node(0, 0) to node(2, 0) and
2 paths from node(0, 0) to node(1, 1), the number of possible paths from
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node(0, 0) to node(2, 1) equals 1 + 2 = 3. Similarly, we can �nd that there
are also 3 paths from node(0, 0) to node(2, 1). Finally, the number of paths
from node(0, 0) to node(2, 2) is 3 + 3 = 6.

Therefore, we may conclude that the number of possible minimal paths
from a source node to a destination node in mesh topology can be expressed
by using a Pascal's triangle [50], as Figure 2.1 suggests. Suppose that the
source node has coordinate (0, 0), and the destination node is (x, y). The
Manhattan Distance [51] between source and destination node is D, where
D = x+ y. We have the number of paths m as

m = CxD = CyD =
D!

x!(D − x)! =
D!

y!(D − y)! (2.1)

By using Eq.2.1, we can simply get that there are C2
4 = 6 paths from

node(0, 0) to node(2, 2), which is in accordance with our previous analysis.
As the distance between source and destination increases, the number of
possible paths increases dramatically. For example, in a 4 by 4 mesh, the
number of shortest possible paths from a corner node to reach the node on
its diagonal corner is 20. For a 5 by 5 mesh, this number becomes 70. For
an 8 by 8 mesh, it becomes 3432.

The routing algorithm used to route setup requests determines how many
possible paths can be searched. Since routing algorithms are normally im-
plemented inside individual routers and in hardware, many previous works
[42, 45, 46, 52, 53, 54] just seek to apply simple deterministic routing algo-
rithms such as X-Y routing. However, deterministic routing algorithms can
only search one �xed path from source to destination. It fails to explore the
aforementioned path diversity and thus signi�cantly limits the connection
setup successes probability and the setup e�ciency.

In order to exploit the path diversity, powerful routing algorithms need
to be developed for the setup request. It is possible to implement powerful
distributed routing algorithms with reasonable hardware cost. For example,
in [49, 55], Pham et al. proposed a depth-�rst path search algorithm and
implemented it in hardware. With this algorithm, a setup request �rstly
travels along a certain path from source to destination. If the setup request
cannot continue along the path, it will backtrack one or several nodes and try
another path. This depth-�rst algorithm can do an exhaustive search among
all the possible minimal paths. If a free path exists, it will �nd it. However,
as a depth-�rst search algorithm, it takes too long time to search over all the
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possible paths. As Eq.2.1 suggests, the time complexity for the worst case
is O(D!), where the D is the distance between source and destination.

Towards a more e�cient solution, we propose a more powerful path setup
algorithm which is based on a breadth-�rst way for path search. Unlike the
depth-�rst setup algorithm proposed by Pham et al. [49, 55], our breadth-
�rst setup algorithm can exploit the parallelism of hardware. It can search
all the possible paths at one time in parallel. The time complexity for such
a search is only O(D). We name our algorithm as parallel probing.

2.2.2 The parallel probing dynamic setup algorithm

Figure 2.2: Set up a connection with the parallel probing search algorithm

We use an example to illustrate the key idea of our parallel probing path
search algorithm, as illustrated in Figure 2.2. In Figure 2.2, a source node
(node 1) tries to set up a connection to the destination node (node 16).
At the �rst cycle, the source node sends out two setup probes along two
productive directions toward the destination. Each probe consists of source
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address and destination address to guide its routing. At the second cycle,
when the two probes arrive at node 2 and node 5, each probe splits into
two probes, so there are four probes in total continuing travelling toward
destination along all the minimal paths. Following such a way, a number of
probes will be triggered out to search all the possible paths in parallel. As a
probe travels, it reserves the channels it has passed.

However, since we only need one path from source to destination in the
end, our algorithm eliminates redundant channels as soon as possible. This
is how our algorithm is di�erent from the �ood based setup algorithms [56].
One policy of our algorithm is that when two probes carrying the same setup
request meet at the same node, one probe dies, and the channels reserved by
the dead probe alone will be canceled. For example, as the second picture of
Figure 2.2 describes, two probes meet at node 6 that one probe dies. With
this policy, the channel between node 2 and node 6 will be canceled, whereas
the channel between the source node and node 2 remains, because it is still
needed by the probe that has travelled further to node 3. We identify these
released redundant channels with cross markers, as shown in Figure 2.2.
Following this way, in an ideal case (minimum paths exist and no contention
happened between probes of di�erent setup requests), only two probes can
enter into the destination node, which is node 16. Then one probe dies and
cancels its reserved path. In the end, only one path is left between the source
and the destination.

We summarize the general rules of our parallel probing algorithm as
follows:

1. Probe split rule

It is inspired by the idea "cell division". At �rst, only one setup probe
is sent out by the resource connected to the source node. When a probe
enters into a node and �nds multiple productive outputs towards the
destination (e.g. it can have two productive outputs in a mesh topol-
ogy), it will split into multiple probes to travel through all these output
channels in parallel, with one probe per output for an exhaustive search
and setup.

2. Probe cancel rule

This rule reduces the network resource consumption during a connec-
tion setup since the probe split rule generates too many probes and
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occupies too many redundant channels. The probe cancel rule man-
dates the release of the redundant parallel paths as soon as possible.
This rule requires that 1) whenever two probes of the same request
meet, one of them dies, 2) if a probe cannot proceed because of con-
tention or obstruction, the probe dies as well. The channels reserved
by a dead probe is released and reclaimed immediately. The release
action proceeds backward hop by hop along the path reserved the dead
probe until reaches a channel that is still in use by an active probe.

Live-lock avoidance

Our parallel probing algorithm has no deadlock [57, 58] issue. This is due to
that if a probe cannot proceed, it will be canceled immediately and all the
resources reserved by the probe is released and reclaimed. When probes do
not hold resources and wait, there is no deadlock.

However, live-lock [59] may exist in our algorithm, since contentions for
resources between probes belonging to di�erent connection setup requests
may create live-lock. As illustrated in Figure 2.3a, if the four connection
setup requests A: 1 → 3 (it means node 1 trying to set up a connection to
node 3), B: 4→ 2, C: 2→ 4, D: 3→ 1 are sent out simultaneously, then they
will block each other. None of them can succeed. Retrying in a deterministic
manner will not help.

Node 1 
(A src)

Node 2 (C 
src)

Node 4 (B 
src)

Node 3 
(D src)

A

B

B

A

C

D

D C

(a) Live lock

Node 1 
(A src)

Node 2 (C 
src)

Node 4 (B 
src)

Node 3 
(D src)

A

D

A

A

D

D

D A

(b) Priority preemption
method to solve live-lock

Figure 2.3: Live-lock and priority preemption based live-lock avoidance
method

In paper A, we proposed a priority based preemption [60] method to deal
with live-lock. With this method, the live-lock illustrated by Figure 2.3a can
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be resolved. E.g., if setup probe A's priority is higher than C, it can preempt
the channel reserved by C between node 2 and node 3.

In paper A, we use a setup request's retry times and its source node ID
as priority values. Actually, we can use anything as a priority, just making
sure that two con�icting requests do not have the same priority.

2.2.3 Implementation of the parallel probing algorithm

Operating phases in a connection setup process

Stage1 : 
Probe send-

out

Stage2:
  Reach Dest.  

Stage 5:
Connection 

established & 
data transfer 

launched

Stage 3:
Backward 

cancellation of 
booked 

channels

Stage 4:
Path search 

failed

Probe dies

Probe forw
arding

All probes fail

“Ack” send 
back to Src.

Stage 6:
Data transfer 

finished 

Release the connection

Figure 2.4: General operating phases of connection setup with parallel prob-
ing algorithm

The general operating phases of the parallel probing algorithm is de-
picted in Figure 2.4. After probes are sent out from the source node, they
proceed toward destination while splitting and dying. When a probe reaches
destination, "Ack" signals will be sent back to the source node along the
established path to con�rm channel reservations and launch data transfer.
If probes failed, channels reserved by dead probes will be released by "Nack"
signal. If all the probes die, depending on di�erent setup polices, the setup
request may be retried or dropped.

According to our implementation in paper A, a probe takes 2 cycles
per hop to move forward while the backward Ack/Nack takes 1 cycles per
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hop. Thus, for a single search, it takes 2D cycles for a probe to reach the
destination and D cycles for sending back the ANS signal. There is also an
additional 6 cycles that are spent in the network interface as an overhead
(D is the hop distance between a source and a destination). In other words,
after sending out probes, a source node is noti�ed about the result of the
connection setup endeavour within 3D + 6 cycles.

Setup policies

We proposed three setup policies, which are no retry, retry for free path and
retry until success.

No retry policy only tries once for a setup request, and gives up the
request if the endeavor is failed. Therefore, it spends at most 3D + 6 cycles
on a setup request.

Retry for free path policy will retry the failed setup requests several times
before give-up. The interval between every two adjacent reties is �xed to
3 ∗Dmax + 6 cycles, where Dmax is the longest distance between two nodes
in a topology. In a n ∗ n mesh, Dmax = 2 ∗ (n − 1). After each retry, the
priority of the setup request is increased by 1. Suppose there are K source
nodes inside a network and each node at most serves one setup request at a
time. Then after K retries, if the setup request still cannot succeed, it will
be dropped. Since after K retries, the setup request will have the highest
priority inside the network. It will win every arbitration inside each router
according to our priority preemption based arbitration method. If it still
cannot succeed, it means that all the possible paths are occupied.

Retry until success policy has no limitation on retry times of a failed
setup requests. It keeps retrying a failed request until it becomes successful.
The retry interval may be set to zero, which means a source node will retry
a failed setup request immediately when it is noti�ed about the failure.

2.3 Future work

Our parallel probing algorithm is an adaptive routing algorithm. It can
search over all possible minimal paths and �nd an available path within a
time complexity O(D). Because of these good properties, we can explore the
parallel probing algorithm in the following three directions in the future.
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1. Using the parallel probing algorithm in topologies other than mesh. In
Paper A, the parallel probing algorithm is only implemented for a mesh
topology. However, dynamic connection setups in regular topologies,
such as torus [61], fat tree, benes [62], clos and butter�y [63], should
also bene�t from our algorithm. The principle of the parallel probing
algorithm is to use as many as possible probes to search among all
available shortest paths in parallel, while cancelling redundant paths
as soon as possible. Thus, on a network topology, as long as each router
knows how to forward incoming probes toward the destination along
minimal paths, our parallel probing algorithm could work.

2. Using the parallel probing algorithm for fault tolerance purpose. It is
possible to utilize our parallel probing algorithm for fault tolerance
purpose, since our algorithm can search all the minimal paths simulta-
neously and in parallel. Even if faults happen on some of the paths, our
algorithm can still �nd out the fault-free path to build up a connection.
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Figure 2.5: Establish a multicast tree by using the parallel probing algorithm

3. Using the parallel probing algorithm for multicast communication pur-
pose. Multicast communication refers to that information sent by a
source node is addressed to a group of destinations simultaneously.
To support multicast in circuit switched NoC, a source node needs to
be connected to multiple destinations. Instead of establishing multi-
ple point-to-point connections, multicast can take a tree-like structure
[64, 65] to connect the source node as root and the destination nodes
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as leaves. In such a way, multicast can use communication channel
resources more e�ciently, since the consumption of channel resources
can be reduced.

Our parallel probing algorithm is suitable to establish such a tree-like
communication structure for multicast. As illustrated in Figure 2.5,
with one setup attempt, our parallel probing algorithm is possible to
establish a tree-like structure which connects all the destinations (green
nodes) to the source node (the yellow node).





Chapter 3

Time Division Multiplexing

This chapter summarizes our research on TDM NoCs. Particularly, we will
introduce our work on double time-wheel technique and its usage in the setup
of TDM based connections [Paper B]. We will also introduce our highway
technique and present its advantages [Paper C].

3.1 Introduction on TDM NoCs

3.1.1 Time division multiplexing technique

Time Division Multiplexing (TDM) [32, 35, 37, 24, 66, 34] technique has been
widely used for guaranteed data transfer in NoCs. In TDM NoC, a physi-
cal link can be contention-freely shared by di�erent connections, with each
connection reserving one or multiple speci�c time slots in a �nite repeating
time window. Each slot is exclusively reserved by one connection. A con-
nection can span many links from source to destination, by reserving slot(s)
at each of the links in a consecutive manner. For example, as illustrated in
Figure 3.1, connection v1 spans link 1 and link 2. If slot 0 and slot 2 of link
1 are reserved by v1, then slot 1 and slot 3 of link 2 must be reserved by
v1. TDM circuit switching treats the entire NoC as a single shared resource
with a single arbiter. In other words, packets wait only at the ingress Net-
work Interface (NI) until their reserved slots come, after which they progress
without contention to the egress NIs, with minimal latency [67].

In the following discussions of this chapter, we de�ne a TDM channel as
a simplex link between two routers with associated bu�ers in a particular

25
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Figure 3.1: Illustration of TDM concept

time slot. Thus, the same link in di�erent time slots belong to di�erent
channels.

3.1.2 Data path con�guration methods

In TDM NoC, data path con�guration refers to how to con�gure the cross-
bar inside each router to switch data �its of di�erent tra�c �ows correctly
through the pre-reserved channels. Generally speaking, there are two kind of
methods: source routing based con�guration [68, 67, 69] and slot-table based
con�guration [8, 70, 37].
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Figure 3.2: Source routing based con�guration in TDM NoCs needs reserved
slots of a connection to be adjacent

With source routing based con�guration method, a data �ow is wrapped
into packets, each of which contains a head �it. The head �it carries all
the crossbars' con�gurations of a connection. The head �it con�gures every
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cross-bar as it travels, with one crossbar per router. Body �its of a packet
follow the path paved by the head �it. Thus, it requires that the allocated
slots of a connection must be adjacent, so that body �its can follow closely
without interval. For example, as Figure 3.2 suggests, if a head �it of con-
nection v1 is delivered at slot 0 of link 1, then its body �it must be delivered
at slot 1 to follow the head �it closely. Otherwise, if head �it of another �ow
occupies slot 1 of link 1, the con�guration of the crossbar in node 1 is altered
and thus the body �it of v1 cannot be switched correctly.

Source routing does not require a slot-table inside each router to store
con�gurations in a distributive manner. However, the con�guration infor-
mation of each connection needs to be stored inside the network interface of
the source node of each connection.
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Figure 3.3: Illustration of the slot-table based con�guration method

In slot-table based con�guration method, the con�guration information
is distributed and stored inside each router, as suggested by Figure 3.3. For
example, the slot-table inside node 2 denotes that slot 0 and slot 2 of link 3
are allocated to connection v1 and slot 1 and slot 3 of link 2 are allocated to
connection v2. Inside each router, a slot counter reads information from the
slot-table and updates the con�guration of the crossbar at each slot. Slot
counters of all the routers inside a NoC should update their values together
according to a global time notion. With slot-table based con�guration, there
is no need to use head �its and thus does not require the allocated slots of a
connection to be adjacent.

In the following, we will introduce some new techniques for TDM NoCs
proposed by us.
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3.2 Double time-wheel based dynamic connection

setup

3.2.1 Problem description

Traditionally, dynamic distributed TDM channel allocation algorithms can-
not be e�ciently implemented in TDM based circuit switched NoCs because
of the following reasons:

• During the connection setup process, messages such as setup requests,
Ack/Nack need to be sent back to the source node to notify the failure
or success of a setup request, and con�rm/cancel the reserved channels.
Traditionally, the delivery of these messages needs an auxiliary network
[71, 53, 72], which adds up the costs and lowers the cost e�ciency of a
TDM NoC.

• The routing algorithms of the auxiliary network has to be deterministic
[71, 53] to guarantee that setup, tear-down, and Ack/Nack messages of
a connection are routed along the same path. In this way, the booked
channels inside the routers along the path can be reserved/removed
correctly. However, deterministic routing algorithms limit the explo-
ration of path diversity. Setup requests routed by the deterministic
routing algorithm are always traveled on �xed paths, resulting in low
connection setup success probability.

• This auxiliary network is often a packet switched NoC [71, 53, 72].
It utilizes best e�ort packets to carry messages such as setup, re-
lease, Ack/Nack. These packets contend with each other, rendering
the setup/tear down delay long and highly unpredictable.

Therefore, in Paper B, we propose a probe based connection setup method
which can be used in TDM NoCs to eliminate the auxiliary network and
overcome above-mentioned limitations. To support the probe based setup
method, we developed a double time-wheel technique.
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3.2.2 Probe based connection setup in TDM NoCs

Probe based setup method

Generally speaking, in order to support our probe based setup method, we
add control signals request and ANS(answer) to a connection. The request
signal is used to denote the setup, data transfer and release requests for a
connection. The ANS signal is used to carry "Ack/Nack" messages. These
messages notify the source node whether a setup endeavour has failed or
succeeded.
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Figure 3.4: The overview of a router which supports the probe based con-
nection setup method

The router used to support our probe-based setup method is illustrated
in Figure 3.4. Each link of the router has a 2-bit request signal which is
in parallel with the data path, and a 2-bit ANS signal goes in the opposite
direction of the data path. Note that, all wires of a link, including the data
path, the request signal, the ANS signal are all shared by a number of
channels in a TDM manner.

The setup process has two phases, namely, channel reservation phase and
acknowledge phase. During the setup process, setup requests are carried by
probes. When a probe arrives at a router, if the next slot of a desired output
link is free, the probe will reserve this slot and use this slot to continue its
movement toward the destination. Therefore, when a probe arrives at the
destination, a connection has been successfully built up and then the ac-
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knowledge phase begins. An "Ack" message will be sent back to the source
node hop by hop, through the backward ANS signal of these reserved chan-
nels.

With our probe based setup method, the setup/release request and data
�its of a connection can travel on the same TDM channels. This is possible
because setup, transfer and release stages of a connection do not overlap
with each other. This is due to 1) before a connection is established by a
setup request, no data �its can appear on that connection, and 2) only after
the transfer of data �its is �nished, release request can then be sent out to
release the slots of links reserved by the setup request.

Note that, if a probe fails to reserve a TDM channel in a router, a "Nack"
message must be sent back by using the ANS wires of the reserved TDM
channels. As the "Nack" messages travel backward, it can also release the
reserved channels.

As a result, with the probe based setup method, the auxiliary network for
setup is not needed any more. Since both forward and backward messages
are transferred over the same TDM channels and along the same path, path
search algorithm is no longer constrained to be deterministic.

However, backward "Ack/Nack" messages constitute a design challenge
in our probe based setup method, since the "Ack/Nack" messages consist
of only 1-2 bits, contain no address information, and need to be routed
back following a given path. Moreover, the "ANS" wires used to deliver
the "Ack/Nack" messages are also shared by di�erent connections in a TDM
manner, which mandates that the usage of correct slots to deliver the "Ack/Nack"
messages of connections in order to avoid contentions. To resolve this chal-
lenge, we propose the double time-wheel technique.

Double time-wheel TDM technique

The way to route the backward messages (such as "Ack/Nack") of a con-
nection is to rely on the slot table information inside each router along the
path of the connection. As illustrated in Figure 3.5, the setup probe re-
served time slots of a connection inside each router following the sequence
0 → 1 → 2 → 3 → 0. The slot table of each router on the path records
such information to con�gure its forward crossbar. Thus, if we can correctly
read and interpret the information that reside in the reserved slot table cell,
the backward crossbar can also be correctly con�gured to deliver backward
messages. For example, if a backward message is sent out at slot 0 in router
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5, by reading the information from the slot table to con�gure the backward
crossbar, it can reach router 4 at slot 3. Following the same manner, it can
reach router 3 at slot 2, and so forth.

To support this scheme, we propose a double orientation time-wheel tech-
nique. With this technique, we apply two slot counters inside each router:
one is incremental counter and the other is decremental counter. The incre-
mental slot counter reads the slot table and con�gures the forward crossbar
for data �its and requests. The decremental counter con�gures the back-
ward crossbar for "Ack/Nack". With the two slot counters, there are two
slot access sequences inside a TDM NoC. For example, as Figure 3.5 de-
picts, the read sequence of a slot-table with an incremental counter is slot
0, 1, 2, 3, 0, 1, 2, 3 . . ., while the sequence is slot 0, 3, 2, 1, 0, 3, 2, 1 . . . with the
decremental counter. Following this way, if the "Ack/Nack" message is sent
out at the correct time slot, e.g. slot 0 from router 5, by using decremental
slot counters to read the slot-table and con�gure the backward crossbar in-
side each router, it can reach router 4 at slot 3, reach router 3 at slot 2, and
so forth. As a result, "Nack/Ack" messages are all delivered by slots of the
ANS wires without contention and miss routing. The backward messages of
a connection are naturally traveling on the same path that is reserved by the
setup request.

An additional bene�t of our double time-wheel technique is predictable
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delays of all kind of messages. Firstly, all the messages travel at a guaranteed
speed of one slot/hop since both forward slots and backward slots along the
path of a connection are consecutive, according to the requirements of a
TDM NoC. Secondly, for "Ack/Nack" messages, although they need to be
bu�ered at a node for a while to ensure that they are sent out at the correct
time slot, such bu�ering delay is also predictable. The maximum bu�ering
delay is the size of a time window. Thirdly, the delay of a single setup
attempt is predictable since all kinds of message delays are predictable.

In general, our probe-based double time-wheel TDM NoC can have the
following advantages.

• When probe based connection setup method is utilized in TDM NoCs,
auxiliary network for connection setup is no longer needed. Instead,
the setup/release messages and data �its of a connection share the
same TDM channels for traversal.

• The double time-wheel technique can route Ack/Nack messages which
are required in the connection setup phase. With this technique, the
Ack/Nack messages of a connection are carried by only a few bits of
wires and always attached to the path reserved by the setup request.

• By combining the probe-based method together with double time-
wheel technique, we can freely choose routing algorithms for the setup
probes to explore the path diversity. Besides, in our design, the deliv-
ery of all kinds of messages of a connection have predictable delays.

3.2.3 New features in a TDM router

The details about the TDM router supporting our double time-wheel tech-
nique have been described in Paper B. We designed a slot-table based router
with the double time-wheel technique that supports the probe based connec-
tion setup method. In the following, we emphasize the new features added
to a TDM router.

ANS signal management

Ack/Nack messages must be sent out at the correct time slot. As Figure 3.6
illustrates, we designed an ANS table at each input port to bu�er Ack/Nack
messages of di�erent connections until their correct backward time slots
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Figure 3.6: Router architecture of the double time-wheel TDM NoC

come. Each ANS table just has one column, with the row number rep-
resenting di�erent slots of a time window. Thus, if a TDM time window
contains K slots, each ANS table should have K rows. In our design, for
di�erentiating di�erent kinds of backward messages, a table cell is 2 bits
wide. The ANS signal management principle works as follows.

• When an "Ack/Nack" message needs to send back to the source node
to notify the success/failure of a connection setup, it is �rstly written
into the corresponding ANS table cell pointed by the incremental slot
counter. The Ack/Nack message is created in the same slot at which
the connection setup probe arrives.

• The read position of the ANS table is pointed by the decremental slot
counter. After a cell is read, the bu�ered message is sent back through
ANS wires. Then, the cell will be erased at the beginning of the next
cycle.

With this ANS signal management principle, the maximum bu�ering
time of a message is K cycles, where K is the total slot number in the time
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window.

Slot table

Slot table plays a key role in our double time-wheel technique. Our double
time-wheel technique requires that a slot table can be read by using both
incremental slot sequence and decremental slot sequence simultaneously. It
also requires that a slot table is able to handle written/erased requests on
di�erent table cells from both forward request signals and backward ANS
signals at the same time.

As Figure 3.7 describes, rows in the slot table represent time slots, and
columns denote output directions. During the slot reservation process, input
port ID is written into a vacant table cell, whose row position is denoted by
the increment slot counter and column position is denoted by the aiming
output direction of the input probe. For example, the content of row 3 in
Figure 3.7 means that at slot 3 the forward crossbar is con�gured in such a
way: input port i1 connects output port o0, i2 connects o1. Meanwhile, it
also denotes that for the backward crossbar, output o0 connects input i1, o1
connects i2. As Figure 3.7 suggests, when implemented in a mesh topology,
the ID of each input port is encoded into 3 bits (suppose each router has 5
input/output ports). Thus, the slot table width equals 15 bits.

Both incremental slot counter and decrement slot counter simultaneously
read a slot table, for the con�gurations of the forward crossbar and back-
ward crossbar, respectively. To con�gure the multiplexers inside the forward
crossbar, a row of table cells can be read to directly get a vector of con�g-
uration bits, with 3 bits per group. Each group con�gures a multiplexer.
To con�gure the backward crossbar, the slot table's row content needs to
be translated into another format, in which columns denote input ports and
each table cell denotes the output port, as denoted by Figure 3.7. We im-
plement a combinational logic circuit to do such transformation.

In our implementation, a slot table functions like a dual-ported RAM.
Both incremental slot counter and decremental slot counter can issue the read
addresses. Write access on a slot-table is only issued by forward "setup"
probes. However, erase accesses can be issued by both forward "release"
signal and backward "Nack" signal.

Therefore, we have to enforce rules for slot-table access, to avoid collisions
between di�erent access requests. Our rules are as follows.
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Figure 3.7: The slot-table in a router

1) Read access to a slot table returns a value within a delta delay (some
combinational logic gates' delay), while write/erase access will be delayed
until the very beginning of the next cycle (or the next slot). Thus, if read
and write access to a cell happen at the same time, the read access gets the
old value; if write is issued in the previous cycle and read happens in the
current cycle, then read access gets the updated value.

2) We use a connection management mechanism to guarantee that write
and erase accesses to the same table cell never happen. This mechanism
states as follows.

1. For each connection, its forward "setup", "release", and backward
"Nack" signals never collide. This is ensured by the non-overlapping
phases in the connection setup and release. Therefore, write access
and erase access to a table cell can never happen at the same time.
Besides, this also guarantees that the erase access issued by forward
"release" action of the connection never collides with the erase access
issued by its backward "Nack" action.

2. Write accesses between di�erent connections are also impossible to col-
lide, since a slot table cell can only be exclusively reserved by one
connection. Before the connection removes its reservation, no other
connections can write or erase the table cell.
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Flow control with double time-wheel technique

In TDM NoCs, the absence of contention ensures that no link-level �ow con-
trol is required, but end-to-end �ow control per connection is still required.
For example, if the receiver's bu�er is full, it needs to notify the sender to
pause the data transfer. In previous works [25, 68, 8], TDM connections are
bidirectional, one way from source to destination for data, and one way from
destination to source to deliver end-to-end �ow control messages.

However, bidirectional connections have several limitations:

• It imposes more constraints on the connection schedule/setup algo-
rithms. Bidirectional connection setup requires a forward path as well
as a backward path available. Thus, the connection setup algorithm
su�ers more limitations and thus has less probability to successfully
build up such a connection.

• If a connection just has data �ow on one direction, it is a waste of
communication resources and bandwidth.

With our double time-wheel technique, connections can be unidirectional,
the �ow control messages can be carried by the backward ANS signal (1-2
bits) of a connection. Unidirectional connections can utilize the channel
resources of a TDM NoC more �exibly and e�ciently.

3.3 Highway in TDM NoC

3.3.1 Problem description

In TDM NoCs, quite often the utilizations of links are low. Because both
idle and unallocated slots commonly exist in TDM NoCs.

Unallocated slots refers to the slots that are not reserved by any connec-
tion. The generation of unallocated slots is due to the two reasons:

• Successive links on the path of a connection require consecutive slots.
Such mandatory sequence makes it di�cult to utilize all the slots of
links. For example, as illustrated in Figure 3.8, link 2 has one free slot,
which is slot 0 (the TDM window size is 4 slots), and link 3 have two
free slots, which are slot 0 and slot 2. Suppose that a connection v4
wants one slot on link 3 and one slot on link 2, although both link 3
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and link 2 have free slots, they cannot be allocated to v4 since they
are not consecutive.

• When mapping an application onto a TDM NoC, it is common that
tra�c �ows are not uniformly distributed on all the links: some links
have more bandwidth reservation requirements and some links less.
Such unbalanced bandwidth requirements inside a network also cause
slots of some links unallocated.
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Figure 3.8: Illustration of slot utilization in TDM NoC

Idle slots refers to allocated but unused slots. Considering the practical
tra�c situations inside a network, it is unlikely that all the connections are
busy all the time, especially for those statically scheduled connections. On
one hand, idle TDM connections hold all the pre-reserved slots even if they
have no data to deliver. On the other hand, busy TDM connections can just
use a �xed number of reserved slots for data transfer, no matter how many
data �its are bu�ering and waiting at the tra�c sources.

However, is it necessary to enhance the performance of a TDM connec-
tion? As we know, TDM connections are used to o�er guaranteed services.
So, is it necessary to o�er more service than guaranteed service?

In the streaming applications such as [73, 74] or H.264 decoding, each
connection carries a streaming �ow. In these applications, we might want
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such a property that a lower bound streaming quality for a �ow is always
guaranteed, whereas enhanced quality can be o�ered when the system has
free resources. To support such a property, we only need the NoC's promise
on the lower bound of communication bandwidth to o�er guaranteed quality,
whereas the upper bound of a tra�c �ow should be adjustable and adaptive
to the tra�c situations.

Besides, consider a computer system with a guaranteed connection be-
tween an L1 cache and L2 cache. Since cache misses are not completely pre-
dictable, often connection bandwidth is over allocated [68]. Thus, we might
want a mechanism that can keep the guarantee on minimum throughput
and on the predictable tra�c �ow, while o�ering additional non-guaranteed
bandwidth to enhance the overall system performance by absorbing peaks of
less predictable tra�c �ows.

Therefore, in some situations it would be a merit if a system can not
only provide guarantee service, but also o�er more and better service than
the guaranteed whenever possible. From this perspective, we propose a
novel highway technique. When applying this technique, a TDM connection
can dynamically acquire both idle and unallocated time slots to enhance its
throughput while still keeping the guarantee on lower bound of the band-
width.

3.3.2 Highway technique for TDM NoCs
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Figure 3.9: Illustration of the function of a highway

Our proposed highway can accelerate the data transfer of an established
TDM connection by using unused time slots along the links of the connection.
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A highway consists of one bu�er queue per router, and along the given path of
a TDM connection. We name the bu�er queue as Highway Channel (HWC).
With these HWCs, a connection can use both unallocated and idle slots of
the output links on its path.

The function of a highway is illustrated in Figure 3.9. Both connections,
A and B, span two routers by using slots of link 1 and link 2 in a consecutive
manner. Connection A books slot 0 of link 1 and slot 1 of link 2; connection
B books slot 2 of link 1 and slot 3 of link 2. Connection A also builds up
a highway path by using one HWC in router 1 and one HWC in router 2,
respectively. Thus, besides slot 0, connection A may also use slot 1 and 3,
even slot 2 (if connection B has no data) of link 1. In contrast, without
HWCs, connection B can only use slot 2 for data delivery.

In contrast to the free slot utilization methods proposed in [25, 66, 72],
our highway technique can guarantee in-order data delivery. In [25, 66, 72],
free slots are used to deliver best e�ort packets. However, the transfer delay
of best e�ort packets are highly unpredictable. As a result, if some packets
of a �ow are delivered in the form of the best e�ort packets while the others
are delivered by using TDM connections, the arrival order of packets at the
destination node may be di�erent from the sending order. In comparison,
our highway technique can maintain the packet order of a data �ow.

3.3.3 Router architecture overview

A router supporting the proposed highway technique is depicted in Figure
3.10. The input manager at each input link manages all the incoming �its
of that input. Each input manager contains one or more HWCs. To support
dynamic usage of the highway technique, each input/output link has a �ag
signal and a credit signal associated with the data path. The �ag signal
goes in parallel with the data path, while the credit signal is in the opposite
direction. The 3-bit wide �ag signal is used in highway setup, data transfer,
and release. The 2-bit credit signal is used for Ack/Nack purpose in the
highway setup phase and for credit-based �ow control when in data transfer
phase.

3.3.4 Highway setup process

As depicted in Figure 3.11, the procedure of setting up a highway for a 2-hop
TDM connection which has 2 reserved slots in a time window of 4 is used as
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Figure 3.10: The overview of a router with highway support

an example to illustrate the dynamic highway setup process proposed by us.
When a reserved slot (slot 0) is coming, the source node of an established
TDM connection sends out a data �it carrying the flag signal "setup". This
�it travels on the reserved slots of links, at a guaranteed speed of one slot per
hop. If it can acquire an HWC in a router, its �ag signal remains "setup". If
the destination receives a �it with �ag signal as "setup", "Ack" message will
be sent back to the source node hop by hop, along the credit signal of each
reserved HWC. When the source node receives "Ack", data transfer can use
the established highway.

If the �it with �ag "setup" fails to reserve a HWC inside a router, the
setup process stops. The �it continues its traversal with the �ag turning into
"No HWC" (The default �ag for a �it without highway is "No HWC"). At
the same time, a "Nack" signal will be sent back to the source node hop by
hop, along the credit signals of the already reserved HWCs along the path.
As the "Nack" signal travels, it will release the reserved HWCs.

The proposed dynamic highway method has the following features:
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Figure 3.11: Highway setup process

• Highways can be dynamically established and released in a distributive
way. When a connection needs to accelerate its data transfer, the
source node of the connection can send out a "setup" �ag to build
up a highway by reserving HWCs in routers along the path of the
connection. When a highway is no longer needed, the source node can
release it by asserting a "release" �ag.

• The highway setup process is guaranteed to be contention free. This is
due to the fact that the "setup" �ag is delivered by using pre-reserved
TDM slots of links. As a result, this contention-free feature simpli-
�es the design of HWC allocation logic since there is no need to do
arbitration between setup requests.

• Our highway setup technique is applicable to many kinds of TDM
NoCs. It basically has no architectural dependency. We impose no
constraints on how connections are established and how crossbars are
con�gured. Thus, this technique can be applied for both statically and
dynamically built-up TDM connections. As long as a TDM connection
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delivers a �it to the destination, and the flag of the �it remains as
"setup", a highway has been established.

• The highway setup process has no in�uence on the normal TDM data
transfer, since the setup requests are carried by �ag signals, and do not
a�ect the data path.

• The setup time of a highway is predictable. This is due to the following
reasons. Firstly, a "setup" �ag travels at a guaranteed speed of one
slot per hop toward the destination, since it is delivered on an estab-
lished TDM connection with consecutive slots. Secondly, the backward
"Ack/Nack" signal also travels at a constant speed per hop, since it
is delivered by using the "credit" wires of the reserved HWCs and all
these HWCs are allocated exclusive to a connection. Assuming each
slot is one cycle and the propagating speed of "Ack/Nack" signal is
also one cycle per hop and D is the distance between source and des-
tination, then the total delay of a setup attempt is at most 2D + 2
cycles. The 2D cycles are the time spent on the traversal of the forward
"setup" �ag and backward "ACK" signal. The additional 2 cycles are
regarded as the overhead time spent at network interfaces.

3.3.5 Data transfer with highway

After a highway is built up, accelerated data transfer can be launched. As
described in Figure 3.12, when a data �it arrives at a router, the �rst step is
to judge whether the incoming �it has a booked HWC or not. If the �it has
no reserved HWC, the incoming �it must be delivered by using pre-reserved
slots. Due to the consecutive property of the reserved slots, the incoming
�it should be directly forwarded to the downstream node at the next slot.

However, as Figure 3.12 suggests, if the �it has an HWC, then the �it
will be dispatched to that HWC �rst. When entering into an HWC, if the
First-In-First-Out (FIFO) bu�er queue is non-empty, the �it is pushed into
the FIFO. However, if the FIFO is empty and if its requested output link
is granted by arbitration, the incoming �it can be directly forwarded by
using the bypass way, without being bu�ered into the FIFO. Otherwise, it
still needs to be bu�ered. The �it arbitration rule is described in the next
section.
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Flit arbitration rule

During the data transfer phase, when an output slot is requested by more
than one HWC, arbitration is needed. As suggested by Figure 3.10, each
input link of a router has an input manager, and each input manager can have
one or several HWCs. Thus, there are two stages of arbitration accordingly:
a �rst stage arbitration between all the HWCs of an input manager, and a
second stage arbitration between the input managers, as described in Figure
3.13.

Our arbitration mechanism needs to prioritize �its of a connection which
are delivered on the pre-reserved slots of the connection. Only in this way,
the lower bound of the bandwidth of a connection can be guaranteed. We
use priority based round-robin to implement this scheme.

However, unlike the standard priority based round-robin arbiter, our ar-
biter design can take advantage of the following properties to simplify its
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Figure 3.13: The structure of the two-stage arbitrator

circuit logic.

• For the �rst stage arbitration at each input, at one time slot there is
at most one request claiming that it has reserved the current slot.

• For the second stage arbitration for each output link, at one time there
is also at most one request claiming that the current slot is reserved
by it.

Due to the above two properties, we can simplify the priority based arbiter
design for both stages. Our design just adds 2-3 gate-level delay to a classic
no-priority round-robin arbiter.

The implementation of the two-stage arbitration is abstracted in Figure
3.13. An HWC asserts its request signal when it has �its to deliver. Mean-
while, if the HWC meets one of its reserved slots, it will also assert the
reserved slot signal. Besides, if the input �it has a �ag "No HWC" and no
other HWC asserts its reserved slot signal1, the input port can assert the
reserved slot signal. The asserted reserved slot signal of the �rst stage will
be propagated to the second stage.

Both stages of arbitration prioritize the request with an asserted reserved
slot signal. If no one asserts the reserved slot signal, it will use round-robin
rule to decide a winner from all the requesters.

1This actually checks whether the incoming �it has an unreleased HWC or not. Refer
to Paper C for more details
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3.4 Future work

Both our double time-wheel technique and highway techniques are helpful
to TDM NoCs. The double time-wheel technique enables two-way commu-
nication on a TDM connection with a low cost. The highway techniques can
enhance the performance of a TDM NoC without disordering data �ows or
introducing additional communication overhead. In the future, we plan to
explore the two techniques in the following directions:

• Apply the double time-wheel technique for advanced control purpose
on the connection setup process. For example, the backward ANS
signals can be used to feed back the congestion information about
the network to source nodes. Based on the congestion information, a
source node can make better decisions on when to send out the new
connection setup requests, and how often to retry the failed ones. In
this way, we can try to lower down the contention probability between
setup requests and enhance the success probability of each connection
setup endeavor.

• Apply the double time-wheel technique for error correction purpose.
When soft errors [75, 76] occur in a data transfer process and are
detected by a destination node, the backward ANS signal path can be
used to inform the source node about the error. Then, the source node
can re-send the data to correct the errors.

• Design a network interface that can o�er better support to the TDM
highway technique. As a complete TDM NoC solution, network inter-
face [77] is always indispensable. In order to support the TDM highway
technique, the network interface also needs to add in a few new func-
tionalities. For example, there should be a decision-making unit at the
network interface to decide when to setup a highway for acceleration
and when to cancel it.





Chapter 4

Spatial Division Multiplexing NoC

This chapter summarizes our research on Spatial Division Multiplexing (SDM)
based circuit switched NoC. Particularly, we proposed a new allocator with
maximal matching quality and strong fairness guarantee [Paper D]. It can
be used for allocating channel resources in SDM NoCs. We also proposed
a circuit switched NoC which supports multiple channels (SDM) and mul-
tiple networks. Based on this NoC, we explored the e�ects of several chan-
nel partitioning and con�guration polices [Paper E]. Finally, we analyzed
the respective strengths and weaknesses of circuit switched NoC and packet
switched NoC [Paper F].

4.1 Introduction

4.1.1 An overview on SDM NoC

As the feature size in semiconductor technology scales down, more wires
can be utilized between on-chip routers. Using all the wire resources be-
tween two routers as one wide communication channel becomes awkward
and inadequate in many situations. Therefore, we may need to think about
breaking down the wire resources into several narrower links, which is called
sub-links, to o�er more �exibility. One popular way of organizing these sub-
links is called spatial division multiplexing (SDM) [78, 79, 80, 81, 82], which
interconnects all the sub-links of a router with one crossbar.

The comparison between TDM NoC and SDM NoC is illustrated in Fig-
ure 4.1. With TDM technique, a single link is shared by multiple data �ows

47
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Figure 4.1: TDM NoC and SDM NoC

by dividing the time of the link into many fractions. Each data �ow only uses
a fraction of the time of the link in an alternating pattern. In comparison,
SDM physically divides a link into sub-links. Each data �ow can occupy one
or several sub-links. All the �ows are physically and spatially isolated.

4.1.2 Properties of SDM NoCs

The advantage of SDM NoC is that established connections are physically
isolated. In other words, after a connection is established, the sub-links
reserved by the connection are exclusively utilized. Thus, advanced end-
to-end communication techniques such as source synchronized data transfer
technique [83, 84, 85, 6, 86] can be utilized in SDM based circuit switched
NoCs. With such techniques, data transfer can su�er less clock uncertainties
and thus bene�t from a higher clock frequency1.

1With source synchronous data transfer technique, the sender sends a clock together
with the data. Since the clock and data travel along the same path, they experience the
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The disadvantage of SDM NoCs is that, as the number of sub-links in-
creases, the area spent on the crossbar of a router increases dramatically.
Moreover, if dynamic connection setup method is applied, each router needs
an allocator for sub-link allocation. However, both the area and the criti-
cal timing path of the allocator increases signi�cantly, when the number of
sub-links grows up.

4.2 An allocator for channel allocation

In this section, we present a new allocator designed by us. This allocator
can make an allocation decision within one clock cycle. It also guarantees
maximal matching quality and strong fairness.

4.2.1 Background and problem description

On-chip communication networks often use allocators for resource allocation
purpose. For example, if we want to dynamically set up connections in a
distributive way, we have to allocate output channels in each router indi-
vidually according to the setup requests [87]. Besides, in virtual channel
based packet switched NoCs, an allocator is also needed inside each router
to allocate virtual channels for packets during run time [3].

We illustrate the allocation problem in Figure 4.2. Suppose two channel
setup requests arrive at a router simultaneously and each of them demands
an output channel from East output direction. If we de�ne the setup requests
as requesters and the output channels of as resources, an allocation problem
is about how to allocate resources to their requesters.

Out 1

Out 2

Request 1

Input  request 1

Out 1

Out 2

In 1

In 2

Request 2

Input  request 2

in1

Figure 4.2: Illustration of a channel allocation problem in NoC

similar delay and jitter. At the receiver side, data is re-sampled with the incoming clock.
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Allocator inside a system is responsible for solving such allocation prob-
lems. It performs a matching between resources and the requesters. A
matching is a distribution of resources to requesters satisfying the following
three rules [88]:

• Only if the corresponding request exists, a resource can be granted to
the requester.

• Each resource is at most granted to one requester.

• Each requester is at most granted once.

Two criteria [89, 88] are often used to evaluate an allocator. One is
matching quality, and the other is fairness.

Matching quality refers to how well resources can match the needs of
the requesters. It can be classi�ed into Maximum matching and Maximal
matching (refer to Paper D and [88] for detailed de�nitions). Maximum
matching is often too costly to be realized in hardware. However, maximal
matching is achievable. Maximal matching refers to that the resources are
distributed in such a way that no additional requests can be served without
removing existing grants.

Fairness [89] can be classi�ed into strong fairness and weak fairness [90,
91]. Intuitively, fairness is about how requesters are served in proportion
to their relative request rates. In practice, strong fairness often means that
persistently active requesters are served in a periodic sequence equally often,
while weak fairness only guarantees that each active requester is eventually
granted, without any guarantee on the service behavior and the service rate.

Allocators designed for NoC confront many constraints. Firstly, since
they are hardware based, the allocation algorithms have to compromise for
hardware cost. Secondly, the allocator is desirable to work out an allocation
decision within one clock cycle [89, 3]. This is due to the performance of a
NoC is very sensitive to the delay in each router.

Because of these constraints, allocators used in NoC often su�er from
drawbacks in either matching quality or fairness. For example, on one hand,
the separable-input-�rst (SIF) and separable-output-�rst (SOF) [3, 92, 89]
allocators utilize two-stage round-robin arbitrations to ensure strong fairness.
However, they cannot guarantee the maximal matching quality. On the other
hand, the wave-front (WVF) [93, 94, 95, 92], rectilinear-propagation-arbiter
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(RPA) and diagonal-propagation-arbiter (DPA) [96] allocators provide max-
imal matching quality. However, they have no or only weak fairness guaran-
tees.

Although other kinds of allocators, such as SPAA [97], iSlip [98], D2DDR
[99], provide both maximal matching quality and strong fairness, they take
too many clock cycles to work out an allocation, since these allocation al-
gorithms need several iterations to optimize their allocation decisions. As a
result, it is infeasible to use them in NoC environment.

For general matching problems, no existing solution is known to meet
the constraints on timing while overcoming the shortcomings on matching
quality and fairness.

4.2.2 A fair and maximal allocator for HRA

By taking a close look at the allocation problems in NoCs, frequently we
encounter a special kind of allocation problems, which is named as homo-
geneous resource allocation (HRA) problem. For this kind of problems, we
propose a single-cycle allocator to guarantee both maximal matching and
strong fairness.

HRA problems in NoCs

The term homogeneous resources in our de�nition refers to a class of re-
sources that have the same functionality and can be used interchangeably.
homogeneous resource allocation problem obeys two more rules besides the
three rules aforementioned in section 4.2.1:

• For each requester, all desired resources should belong to the same
class;

• Any resource in a class can be granted to the requester which asserts
requests on this class.

As Figure 4.3 suggests, HRA problems commonly exist in the systems
which can be modeled by a multi-queue and multi-server model. In such a
system, the allocation of servers to serve input queues constitutes an HRA
problem if all servers are identical and can be used interchangeably. In this
model, the matching quality of the allocator describes how well idle servers
can discover and serve non-empty queues e�ciently and without con�icts.
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Figure 4.3: Illustration for homogeneous resource allocation problem

The fairness of the allocator a�ects the service sequence and service frequency
on input queues. This example suggests that the HRA problem revealed by
us exists in di�erent kinds of NoCs as well as in other on-chip applications,
as long as they can obey the multi-queue and multi-server model. In NoC
design practices, HRA may exist in circuited switched NoC, for example,
SDM based channel allocation; or in packet switched NoC, such as virtual
channel allocation.

We can use a matrix with rows representing requesters and columns rep-
resenting resources to express a homogeneous resource allocation problem.
For example, as illustrated in Figure 4.4, input channels 0, 1, 3 (marked as
ch0, ch1, ch3 in the �gure) each requests a channel from output direction
1. Input channel 2 (ch2) requests a channel from output direction 2. It is
an HRA problem since 1) each input channel (requester) just has one de-
sirable output direction (resource class), and 2) any channel (resource) of a
requested output direction can satisfy the need of a requester.

An HRA problem has the properties that 1) the request matrix can be
split into sub-matrices based on resource classes, and 2) each of the sub-
matrices can be merged into a single column, as described in Figure 4.4. As
a result, we can assign an allocator to each reduced sub-matrix to solve the
allocation individually. In such a way, the complexity of the allocator design
can be reduced.
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Figure 4.4: Reduction of the request matrix

4.2.3 Single-cycle fair and maximal allocator

We proposed a single cycle fair and maximal allocator to solve each reduced
sub-matrix. The allocator used to solve each reduced matrix contains two
parts: the resource allocation logic part and the priority updating logic part.

Overview of the resource allocation logic

The resource allocation logic makes resource allocation decisions. As de-
picted in Figure 4.5a, a matrix-based structure is applied for making re-
source allocation decisions. We name it as "waterfall" (WTF) because it
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�nds the matching with the help of consecutive rows of arbitration cells. For
an n-requester allocator, it requires n rows.
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Figure 4.5: Overview of the resource allocation logic

We use an example to illustrate how an allocation decision is made by
using the WTF allocation logic. Suppose the allocation logic is used to solve
the reduced request matrix at the output direction 1 in Figure 4.4. Since it
has 2 resources and 4 requesters, the allocator is also composed of 2 columns
and 4 rows of arbitration cells. 3 of the 4 requesters are active, marked by
an "1" of the reduced matrix. The two small dots in Figure 4.5a denote
the availability and grant decision of the two channels of output direction 1,
respectively. In Figure 4.5a, the allocation starts from the top to the bottom,
so that requester r0 get channel 1, then requester r1 get channel 2.

However, in order to guarantee the fairness, we have to roll the allocation
start and the end row at each round. Thus, the structure of the allocation
logic is modi�ed into Figure 4.5b. The allocation start row i can be selected
by assert signal pi. If row i is selected as the start row, due to the looped
structure in Figure 4.5b, the end row becomes (i+ n− 1) mod n, where n is
the total number of rows.

From Figure 4.5b, it seems that the allocation logic needs a looped struc-
ture to roll the start row and end row. However, we proposed a technique to
make it loop-free, as illustrated in the left part of Figure 4.6. For an n-row
allocator, the loop-free structure needs 2n−1 rows. The general idea is that
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using the bottom n−1 rows replicates the top n−1 rows, from row 0 to row
n− 2. In this way, rolling of the start and end row is equivalent to selecting
an active area. For example, if an allocation starts in a looped structure
starts from row 1 and ends at row 0, it is equivalent to activate the area in
the loop-free structure from row 1 to row 5, since row 5 replicates row 0, as
illustrated in the left part of Figure 4.6. The right part of Figure 4.6 depicts
the detailed circuits of the loop-free structure. It is implemented entirely by
combinational logic gates, which means that the entire allocation behavior
takes no more than one clock cycle.
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Figure 4.6: The loop-free structure of the WTF allocator

Massive round-robin fairness policy

To guarantee the strong fairness, we proposed a Massive Round-Robin (MRR)
policy. Brie�y speaking, our MRR policy states that the last granted re-
quester of the current round will become the end row (has the lowest prior-
ity) in the next round. The start row is acquired by incrementing the end
row by 1. If no request is granted in the current round, the start row and
the end row remain unchanged in the next round.
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The traditional round-robin policy [100, 101, 102] operates on the prin-
ciple that a request that was granted in the current round should have the
lowest priority in the next round. However, such a fairness policy only works
in the situation that no more than one requester granted in a round. In
comparison, our MRR policy extends the round-robin policy and makes it
suitable in the situation that multiple requesters can be granted in a round.

Suppose there are m available resources and n requesters (numbered from
0 to n-1). Given current grants gi, 0 ≤ i ≤ n− 1 for each requester (gi = 1
means granted), and the start row of round t is row k. Then the detailed
algorithm to �nd the start row k′ of round t+1 is depicted in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Priority updating of MRR policy in m→ n allocation
Require:

Exist unique k, that k ∈ {pk = 1, k ∈ [0, n)} in round t

Ensure:

Find unique k′, k ∈ [0, n) , that pk′ = 1 in round t+ 1
for b = n− 1; b ≥ 0; b = b− 1 do

if g(b+k mod n) = 1 then
k′ = (b+ k) mod n
return (k′+ 1) mod n

return k′ = k

We have implemented the MRR policy on hardware with a loop-free
architecture to control the selection of the start row and the end row of each
allocation round.

For more detailed description of the allocator's architecture, the proof
and evaluation of the fairness mechanism and the performance, please refer
to our Paper D.

4.3 Sub-networks and sub-channels

4.3.1 Problem description

We need to think about three questions when splitting a link into multiple
physical sub-links. (For convenience, in the following discussions, we use the
term sub-link and channel interchangeably.)
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1. What would be an optimal number of sub-links: as many as possible,
or there are certain limitations?

2. What is the optimal way of organizing the physical sub-links (channels)
of a router? One possible way is to use a crossbar to interconnect
all the channels. This method is called spatial division multiplexing
(SDM). Another possible way is assigning the channels to di�erent
sub-networks.

3. How to dynamically set up a connection which needs multiple sub-links
(channels) to satisfy its bandwidth requirement.

4.3.2 Circuit switched NoC with multiple channels and

multiple networks

Overview

We propose a multi-channel and multi-network circuit switched NoC (Mul-
tiCS). It combines spatial division multiplexing [78, 79], which we call sub-
channels, with sub-networks, as described in Figure 4.7. Sub-channels divide
the wires between two nodes that then can be allocated separately and in-
dependently. Sub-networks are independent parallel physical networks that
connect to the same nodes of a network [103, 104]. A connection between
two nodes can utilize one or several sub-channels, and span one or several
sub-networks.

In Figure 4.7, we use switch block diagrams [105] to reveal the di�er-
ences between sub-channel organization and sub-network organization. With
sub-channel organization, data from an input channel of a router can be
switched to any channel of the desired output direction. However, with the
sub-network organization, data from an input channel can only be switched
to the output channels of the sub-network that the input channel belongs
to. We can observe that organizing the same number of channels into sub-
channels o�ers better switching �exibility [105] than organizing them into
sub-networks, at the cost of a more complex crossbar and channel allocator.

Generally speaking, with the sub-channel organization, the critical timing
path increases as the number of channels grows up. More speci�cally, the
critical timing path for the control path scales up with O(n), where n is the
number of channels. The critical timing path of the data path scales up with
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O(log(n)). Besides, the area of both control path and data path scales with
O(n2), due to the scale up of the allocator [106] and the crossbar [82, 78].

With sub-network organization, the critical timing path is irrelevant with
the number of channels, while the area increases linearly. Thus, compared
with the sub-channel organization, although the sub-network organization
is inferior in switching �exibility, it is superior in clock frequency and area
cost.

Dynamic connection Setup

We introduce the parallel probe based method Paper A for connection setup
in MultiCS. As a result, the dynamic connection setup no longer relies on
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an auxiliary packet switched NoC which was commonly used in [81, 87, 46,
72, 80].

However, the parallel probing algorithm proposed in Paper A utilizes
priority based arbitration method to do channel allocation. This allocation
method is not suitable for a router with multiple channels per direction, since
the circuit logic used for priority comparison becomes slow and cumbersome
as the number of channels increases. Thus, we utilize the allocator introduced
in Paper D for channel allocation purpose. Besides, for live-lock avoidance
purpose, since the priority preemption policy in Paper A can no longer be
used, we adopt a method which randomizes the retry interval for failed probes
as a replacement.

Set up connections with multiple channels

We proposed two schemes for setting up connections that have a width re-
quirement of more than one channel width. For example, suppose a connec-
tion has the width requirement of 4 bytes, while the width of each channel
is 2 bytes, then the connection should consist of 2 one-channel connections.

The �rst scheme is called Deterministic Channel Allocation (DCA). DCA
imposes a mandatory requirement on the connection width. For example,
if a connection has a width requirement of 4 bytes and the width of each
channel is 2 bytes, then the connections must consist of 2 one-channel con-
nections; if the width of each channel is 1 byte, the it should be composed
of 4 one-channel connections; any allocation below or above this �gure is
unacceptable.

The second scheme is called Adaptive Channel Allocation (ACA): ACA
scheme has no hard connection width requirement. During the setup phase,
a setup request tries to build as many one-connections as possible from the
source to the destination as possible. However, the �nal connection width
is determined by the number of successfully established one-channel connec-
tions, which depends on the run-time congestion situation of a network.

4.4 Circuit switching versus packet switching

4.4.1 Problem description

Traditionally, circuit switched NoC is considered as a method for o�ering
Quality of Service (QoS) guarantee for communication, e.g. guaranteed
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throughput or guaranteed delay. However, circuit switched NoC can also
achieve high communication performance. Circuit switched NoC has, when
compared to packet switched NoC, a longer setup time, but lower HW com-
plexity and higher clock frequency [107, 108, 109, 110]. Thus, depending
on packet size and throughput requirements, it may exhibit better or worse
average performances.

4.4.2 Analysis and comparison of packet switched NoC and

circuit switched NoC

Intuitions on packet switched NoC

Large packets are detrimental to packet switched NoC. It will incur unbal-
anced usage of links. As illustrated by Figure 4.8, intuitively, when each
packet just contains one �it, the span of idle periods are just made up of
a few cycles and equally distributed between output �ow A and �ow B.
However, when packet size increases, the average span of idle periods grows
wider and wider. Within a short period and with large packets, we may
observe that output �ow A is quite busy, while output �ow B is almost idle.
Such unbalanced usage of links is undesirable, since it is not good for the
exploitation of the bandwidths of a network.

If the packet size is small, we can deal with the burstiness by increasing
the bu�er depth of a Virtual Channel (VC), and re-balance the tra�c �ows
by adding more VCs [111]. With the same injection rate, large packets
are detrimental to packet switched NoC since they increase the needs on
both sides. The longer the packets, the more VCs and bu�ers are required
to compensate the performance loss. Unfortunately, both VC and bu�er
are expensive, especially that adding virtual channels can lower the clock
frequency. Thus, we can imagine that, if packets are long enough, they are
almost impossible to be well handled by packet switched NoC with acceptable
cost.

Intuitions to circuited switched NoC

On the other hand, circuit switched NoC prefers large packets. As we know,
in order to deliver data with a circuit switched NoC, we need to have two
phases.
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• Connection setup phase. A connection setup attempt is not guaranteed
to succeed. To successfully set up a connection, it needs to retry failed
setup attempts.

• Data transfer phase. Data transfer can be launched only when the
connection has been established.
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Figure 4.9: Markov model for circuit switched NoC

We can use a Markov model to describe the connection setup and data
transfer phases of a circuit switched NoC, as shown in Figure 4.9. Suppose
for each setup attempt, the failure probability is α, and the average time
spent on each setup attempt is t1. Suppose further that the average data
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transfer takes time t0. Then, we have normalized throughput as

TH =
t0

t0 +
t1

1−α

As the packet size grows, data transfer time t0 increases accordingly.
Therefore, we can observe that the normalized throughput of circuit switched
NoC goes up as the packet size increases.

Thus, we may conjecture that, as the packet size increases, the per-
formance curve of circuit switched NoC and performance curve of packet
switched NoC may have a cross point, since one rises and the other falls.

Architectural analysis of packet switched NoC and circuit

switched NoC

We compare the structure of packet switched NoC with circuit switched NoC.
For a packet switched NoC, the critical timing path length tp depends on
the virtual channel (VC) allocator. Even with the most advanced allocator
design [112, 113], the latency of an allocator still scales up with O(log(mq)),
wherem is the number of output ports and q is the number of virtual channels
per port.

For a circuit switched NoC, assuming data path and control path can have
di�erent clocks (applying preferrable source synchronized data transfer). For
control path, its critical timing path length tc is made up of an m-port arbiter
(suppose no SDM channel sharing), plus some additional combination logic
circuit delay. For the critical timing path of data path td, it is mainly an
m-port crossbar delay, which is about O(log(m)).

Therefore, the control path length tc of a circuit switched NoC can be
close to, or shorter than the critical timing path length tp of a packet switched
NoC, while the data path td of a circuit switched NoC is much smaller than
tp.

Conclusions about the comparison

We study the performances of circuit switched NoC and packet switched
NoC by assigning practical values to tp, tc, td getting from example designs.
For packet switched NoC, we use a classical input-bu�ering virtual channel
(VC) wormhole router architecture with a SIF VC allocator. For circuit
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switched NoC, we use our circuit switched NoC with a dynamic connection
setup method.

The evaluation results obey our intuition and analysis. The general con-
clusion is that circuit switched NoC has better performance when the packet
size is large; whereas packet switched NoC favors small packets. For medium
size packets, packet switched NoC is better than circuit switched NoC only
when the overall tra�c load is high.

4.5 Future work

In this chapter, we have introduced our works related to multi-channel circuit
switched NoCs. The future work could be focused on the following aspects:

• In-depth optimization of the architecture of the water-fall allocator.
Currently, the critical timing path of the water-fall allocator scales up
with O(n), where n is the number of requesters. We will try to explore
techniques which can reduce it to O(log(n)).

• Research on the techniques that enhance the success probability of
multi-channel connection setup. We may apply a certain control mech-
anism based on feedback information to avoid the collision between
setup requests and thus enhance the success probability.

• Implementation and evaluation of mixed packet and circuit switched
NoCs. We have evaluated the pros and cons of circuit switched NoC
and packet switched NoC, respectively. We think that in real appli-
cations, combining them together may achieve an even better perfor-
mance. It will be an interesting topic on how to e�ciently design and
utilize packet switched and circuit switched NoCs together.





Chapter 5

Summary

This chapter summarizes the thesis and points out the future directions.

5.1 Thesis summary

Compared with packet switched NoC, circuit switched NoC has advantages
in QoS guarantee, separation of control path and data path, smaller cost
on bu�ers, and sometimes a high operating clock frequency. However, in
the past decade, circuit switched NoC is not studied as intensively as packet
switched NoC. In this thesis, we introduce our researches on circuit switched
NoCs. We have focused on dynamic connection setup, time division multi-
plexing, and spatial division multiplexing.

• Traditionally, distributed dynamic connection setup in circuit switched
NoC tries to use routing algorithms designed for packet switched NoC
to search paths for connections. However, this results in low setup
success probability, since the path diversity is failed to be explored.
We propose a parallel probing algorithm to explore the path diversity
and enhance the connection setup success rate. The merits of our
algorithm are that, on one hand, it tries to search as many as possible
paths in parallel. One the other hand, it tries to reduce the overhead
of a connection setup attempt by removing the redundant paths as
soon as possible. We have e�ciently implemented this algorithm in
hardware.

65
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• TDM technique has been widely used in circuit switched NoCs for link
sharing. However, the usage of TDM technique makes the establish-
ment of connection di�cult and the link bandwidth utilization low.
We propose a double time-wheel technique to enable the utilization of
probe based setup method in dynamic TDM connection setup. With
this technique, the di�culties on TDM connection setup can be over-
come and the hardware cost can also be reduced. Besides, we proposed
a highway technique to enhance the link utilization of TDM NoCs.

• SDM is another popular link sharing method for circuit switched NoC.
To better support the dynamic connection setup in SDM NoCs, we
propose a single cycle allocator that guarantees both maximal matching
quality and strong fairness. We design a MultiCS NoC which supports
both SDM and sub-network to organize channels. A parallel probe
based connection setup method is implemented in this NoC. Based on
this NoC, we have investigated which is the optimal way of organizing
multiple channels. Moreover, we have made a comparison between
circuit switched NoC and packet switched NoC.

5.2 Future directions

Based on our current research results and according to our current consid-
erations, we can continue on the following directions.

• Extending the parallel probing algorithm. Currently, our parallel prob-
ing path search algorithm is designed for mesh topology. However, this
algorithm can be utilized for other topologies as well. As along as mul-
tiple minimal paths exist between two nodes on a certain topology,
our parallel probing algorithm bene�ts the path search and connection
setup.

• Exploring fault tolerance techniques in circuit switched NoC. First, we
can extend the parallel probing algorithm for fault tolerance purpose.
The parallel probing algorithm can tolerate a certain magnitude of path
failures, since it searches the entire possible minimal paths between
a source and a destination. It can �nd a fault-free path as long as
the path exists. Second, the double time-wheel technique can also be
utilized in error correction. For example, if a transient fault happens on
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a connection and causes a �it error, when the destination node detects
the error, it can send a message through the backward path to notify
the source node about the error. Then, the source node can resend the
�it for error correction purpose.

• Providing multicast support in circuit switched NoC. Multicast com-
munication is required by many practical applications, e.g. shared
cache invalidation in a many-core system. In current stage, our work
mainly focuses on the setup of unicast connections. However, it is pos-
sible to build up multicast connections by extending our current work.
For example, with the parallel probing algorithm, a tree based multi-
cast structure can be readily established with a single setup endeavour.
However, in order to implement this feature, we need to solve tricky
issues like contentions of setup requests, �ow control on the multicast
tree and so on.

• Exploring TDM techniques for asynchronous routers. In practice, quite
often the NoCs are mesochronous, or even asynchronous. In this sit-
uation, keeping all the routers having a unanimous agreement on the
slot time is not an easy task. There are tricky issues in slot counter
resetting and updating [8, 114, 115, 116]. However, we might be able
to relax the requirement on slot time synchronization. For example,
instead of requiring a unanimous agreement on the global notion of
time, we might just demand all the neighboring routers updating their
slot time together. In such a way, we might be able to reduce the e�ort
on slot time synchronization.

• Enhancing the connection setup success probability. Intuitively, if we
spawn many setup requests at the same time or within a small pe-
riod, the success probability of each setup request decreases because
of the massive contentions between the setup requests. Therefore, if
every source node can be aware of the contention situation of the net-
work and schedule the setup requests to reduce contentions, the success
probability of each setup attempt can be enhanced, setup delay can be
reduced and throughput can be increased due to the reduction in the
time spent on retrying failed setup requests.

• Application of the proposed techniques. In this thesis, we have showed
our novel techniques such as parallel probing, double time-wheel, TDM-
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highway, WTF allocator and so on. In the future, we will study which
kind of real applications can be bene�ted from our techniques, and how
to deploy our techniques in real applications.
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